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Abstract: Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn‘A৬৬Ɨr’s rich and diverse legacy which
made exceptional contributions to the progress of Sufi literature has inspired
both his contemporaries and the poets of the following centuries. As well, many
poems in the genre of naܲƯra were written to his mathnawƯs and poems of his
dƯwƗn. Different poets made use of ‘A৬৬Ɨr's characters and stories and made
references to his works. ‘A৬৬Ɨr's legacy played a big role in the development and
enrichment of Azerbaijani literature. Mainly, Sufi literature benefited much from
‘A৬৬Ɨr's works, symbols, and metaphors. One of the greatest representatives of
Azerbaijan's Sufi literature, NasƯmƯ, had a deep knowledge of the works of poets
who had lived before him and made use of such works.
In NasƯmƯ’s and ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Persian dƯwƗns, there are ghazals with same radƯfs
such as “bebƯn”, “wassalƗm”, “dƗram”, “dƗrad”, “‘ishq”, “mast”. It is
interesting that, NasƯmƯ sometimes completes the ideas indirectly expressed in
‘A৬৬Ɨr's poem as if he understands and explains ‘A৬৬Ɨr's secret wishes. NasƯmƯ
sometimes discloses the hidden meaning of ‘A৬৬Ɨr's ghazal, sometimes interprets
it from a different point of view, and sometimes makes additions. And
sometimes he creates logical relations between his ghazal and the mystic things
described in ‘A৬৬Ɨr's ghazals. The moral ties and sentimentalism between the two
poets are noteworthy.
NasƯmƯ wrote naƯras to four ghazals of ‘A৬৬Ɨr such as “degar”, “oftƗd”,
“rƯkhta”, “bar Ɨmad”. NasƯmƯ traveled the inner world of ‘A৬৬Ɨr, and sometimes
disclosed and clarified the hidden meanings of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poems and enriched them
with his own emotions and mystic experiences, as well as keeping the idea,
content, and poetics given in the original poems.
Keywords: ‘A৬৬Ɨr, NasƯmƯ, SƯmurg, Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn, Man৬iq al-৬ayr,
Uncontainable.
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Nԥsimi ùeirindԥ ԤttarÕn Ԥtri:
ùeyx Fԥridԥddin Ԥttar vԥ Seyyid ømadԥddin Nԥsimi
yaradÕcÕlÕ÷Õnda irfani vԥ poetik paralellԥr
Nԥzakԥt MԤMMԤDLø*
Xülasԥ: Tԥsԥvvüf ԥdԥbiyyatÕnÕn formalaúmasÕnda müstԥsna xidmԥtlԥri
olan ùeyx Fԥridԥddin ԤttarÕn zԥngin vԥ çoxúaxԥli yaradÕcÕlÕ÷Õ öz dövründԥ vԥ
sonrakÕ ԥsrlԥrdԥ yaúayan úairlԥr üçün ilham qayna÷Õ olmuú, úairin istԥr
mԥsnԥvilԥrinԥ, istԥrsԥ dԥ divanÕndakÕ úeirlԥrinԥ çoxsaylÕ nԥzirԥlԥr yazÕlmÕúdÕr.
Ԥttar yaradÕcÕlÕ÷Õ Azԥrbaycan ԥdԥbiyyatÕnÕn inkiúaf vԥ zԥnginlԥúmԥsindԥ böyük
rol oynamÕú, xüsusilԥ dԥ tԥsԥvvüf ԥdԥbiyyatÕmÕz ԥn çox ԤttarÕn ԥsԥrlԥrindԥn,
rԥmz vԥ mԥcazlar sistemindԥn faydalanmÕúdÕr.
Anadilli úeirimizin ԥn qüdrԥtli nümayԥndԥlԥrindԥn olan Seyyid Imadԥddin
Nԥsimi, Sԥnai-Ԥttar-Rumi mԥktԥbinԥ bԥlԥd olmuú, farsca vԥ türkcԥ divanlarÕnda
bu mԥktԥbԥ xas olan rԥmz vԥ mԥcazlar sistemindԥn, obraz vԥ süjetlԥrdԥn
yararlanmÕúdÕr.
Ԥttar vԥ Nԥsimi yaradÕcÕlÕ÷ÕnÕn ԥsas qayna÷Õnda Qurani-Kԥrim dayanÕr.
Hԥr iki úair ilhamÕnÕ Haqdan aldÕ÷Õ üçün hikmԥtdԥn úeir söylԥmiú, Quran
poetikasÕndan yararlanmÕúlar.
østԥr Nԥsimi, istԥrsԥ dԥ Ԥttar yaradÕcÕlÕ÷Õnda insanÕn mԥnԥvi inkiúaf prosesi açÕqlanmÕúdÕr. ùeyx Fԥridԥddin Ԥttarda oldu÷u kimi, Nԥsimi qԥzԥllԥrindԥ
dԥ rԥdiflԥrdԥn geniú istifadԥ edilir. Nԥsimi vԥ ԤttarÕn farsca divanlarÕnda
“Bebin”, “Vԥssalam”, “Darԥm”, “Darԥd” “Eúq”, “Mast” vԥ s. kimi ortaq rԥdifli
qԥzԥllԥr vardÕr. Nԥsimi bԥzԥn ԤttarÕn qԥzԥlindԥ ifadԥ edilԥn sԥtiraltÕ mԥnalarÕn
açÕlÕúÕnÕ verir, bԥzԥn sԥlԥfinin qoydu÷u problemlԥrԥ vԥ mövzulara fԥrqli baxÕmdan yanaúÕr, bԥzԥn isԥ ԥlavԥlԥr edir. Hԥr iki úair arasÕndakÕ mԥnԥvi yaxÕnlÕq vԥ
duyum tԥrzi diqqԥti cԥlb edir.
østԥr ùeyx Fԥridԥddin Ԥttar, istԥrsԥ dԥ Seyyid ømadԥddin Nԥsimi
yaradÕcÕlÕ÷Õnda tԥqlidi imandan hԥqiqi imana keçiú prosesi, zünnar ba÷lamaq,
xaç taxmaq, dini tԥrk etmԥk, küfrԥ düúmԥk vԥ s. tԥsԥvvüfi rԥmz vԥ mԥcazlarla
ifadԥ olunmuúdur.
ԤttarÕn “Degԥr”, “Oftad”, “Rixte”, “Bԥr amԥd” rԥdifli dörd qԥzԥlinԥ
nԥzirԥlԥr yazmÕúdÕr. Bu nԥzirԥlԥrdԥ úair orijinalda ifadԥ edilԥn ideya, mԥzmun,
poetikanÕ qoruyub saxlamaqla yanaúÕ, úairin fikir dünyasÕnÕn dԥrinliklԥrinԥ nüfuz
etmiú, bԥzԥn ԤttarÕn qԥzԥllԥrindԥki sԥtiraltÕ mԥnalarÕ açmÕú, geniúlԥndirmiú vԥ
öz poetik duy÷ularÕ, irfani müúahidԥlԥr ilԥ zԥnginlԥúdirmiúdir.
Açar sözlԥr: Ԥttar, Nԥsimi, Simurq, ùeyx Sԥnan, Mԥntiqüt-Teyr,
SÕ÷mazam.
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Introduction
Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn A৬৬Ɨr’s rich and diverse legacy which made
exceptional contributions to the progress of Sufi literature has inspired both his
contemporaries and the poets of the following centuries.1 As well, many poems
in the genre of naܲƯra2 were written to his mathnawƯs and the collection of his
poems (dƯwƗn). Different poets made use of ‘A৬৬Ɨr's characters and stories and
made references to his works. ‘A৬৬Ɨr's legacy played a big role in the
development and enrichment of Azerbaijani literature. Mainly, Sufi literature
benefited much from ‘A৬৬Ɨr's works, symbols, and metaphors. One of the greatest
representatives of Azerbaijan's Sufi literature, NasƯmƯ, had a deep knowledge of
the works of poets who had lived before him and made use of such works.
“NasƯmƯ was one of the poets who frequently followed the literary traditions of
his period. NasƯmƯ’s ghazals3 were influenced by ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s mystic poems,
NiƗmƯ’s poetry, and MawlƗnƗ JalƗl al-DƯn RǌmƯ’s ecstasy. NiƗmƯ’s place in
poetry was ideal for NasƯmƯ, and he wished to reach the same level.”4
NasƯmƯ, like many other Sufi poets, was acquainted with SanƗ’Ư-‘A৬৬ƗrRǌmƯ school and used in his Turkish and Persian dƯwƗns the symbols, metaphors,
characters, and stories that can be attributed to this school.
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Comparison of NasƯmƯ’s and ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Persian DƯwƗns
Although it is possible to find many parallels between ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and
NasƯmƯ’s Turkish dƯwƗns, you need to comparatively study their Persian dƯwƗns
to be able to observe similarities between the poems and ideas of these two poets.
Over the centuries, dƯwƗn poets frequently used radƯf5 to create melody,
rhythm, and harmony in their poems, because radƯf and rhyme make poetry
pleasing to the ear, and, thus, the musical harmony they create delights readers
poetically. Repeated use of sound and word similarities at the end of each couplet
of a poem gives it beauty in terms of structure and harmony. For example, the
radƯfs used in dƯwƗn poetry, especially in ghazals, determine the topic of the
ghazals.6 We think this idea is very true, thus, radƯfs used by a dƯwƗn poet speak
a lot about the topic and ideas of his poetry.
One of the radƯfs that are frequently used in‘A৬৬Ɨr’s works is “nagonjad”
(uncontainable). You can see this radƯf in 5 ghazals of the poet. This radƯf
expresses the call of the poet’s great soul and his deep emotions and mystical
feelings that cannot be contained by this material world. In Sufi terminology, the
body is described as handcuffs put on the soul’s feet7 or, sometimes, as the soul’s
1

See: Helmut Ritter, Philologika XV. Ferîdüddin Attâr III. Oriens, Dec. 31, c. XII, 1959, 1- 88;
Henry Corbin, History of Islamic Philosophy, trans.er Liadain Sherrard with the assistance of
Philip Sherrard,The Institute of Ismaili Studies, London, 286.
2
Poems written to resemble another poem in form and theme.
3
Kind of an Eastern poemtypically on the theme of love.
4
Hamid Mammadzada, NasƯmƯ’s Life and Persian DƯwƗn, trans. Turgut Karabey.
(http://www.turkiyatjournal.com/Makaleler/1954378357.pdf s.67)
5
A word that is repeated at the end of each couplet in ghazals.
6
Nuri Chinarchi, “The Issue of RadƯf in NasƯmƯ’s Persian and Turkish DƯwƗns,” Bolu Abant Izzet
Baysal University The Journal of Social Sciences, 2, (2010), 14.
7
Seyyid Yahya ash-Shirvani al-Bakuvi, Risaleler, 1, trans. from the Persian by Nezaket
Memmedli (Baku, 2014), 22.

shoes. Those who become mature and separate the gem of their body from its
needless shell can remove the shoes of nafs1 and self from the feet of their soul.2
The bigger the feet, the tighter the shoes. People with great souls cannot be
contained within the borders of this material world, and the world seems small
for them.
The motifs of not being contained by the material world, poems, and words
prevail in the works of NasƯmƯ who said: “I can contain both worlds, but this
world cannot contain me”. And this concept of “being uncontainable” is the
keynote of the poet's works. Comparing ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s “nagonjad” (uncontainable).
O sweetheart, the glory of your beauty cannot be contained by a hundred souls;
Symbol of your mysterious love cannot be contained by a hundred languages
ghazal with NasƯmƯ’s famous ghazal of “I can contain both worlds, but this world
cannot contain me”, Saadat Shikhiyeva, leading researcher of NasƯmƯ’s legacy,
well-known NasƯmƯ researching scientist, writes: “According to ‘A৬৬Ɨr, it is the
description of the sweetheart that cannot be contained by statements (comments).
The features related to “nishƗn” (sign) are repeatedly used. However, the
attitude of NasƯmƯ is different, thus, NasƯmƯclaims that the heaven and earth and
meaning of the things between them cannot be contained by comments
(statements).”
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ΪΠϨ̴ϧ ϥΎΟ ϭ ϢδΟ έΩ Ζϳϭέ ωΎόη ΎϧΎΟ
3
ΪΠϨ̴ϧ ϥΎϬΟ έΪϧ ΖϟΎϤΟ ϩίϭϭ
O my sweetheart, the light of your face cannot be contained by
body and soul;
Praise for your beauty cannot be contained by the universe.
NasƯmƯ’s ghazal with “nagonjam” (I cannot be contained) radƯf is similar
to ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazals with “namigonjad” (It cannot be contained) and “nagonjad”
radƯfs.
ΪΠϨ̴ϴϤϧ ϥΎΑί έΩ ϮΗ έήγ
4
ΪΠϨ̴ϴϤϧ ϥΎϴΑ έΩ ϮΗ ϑΎλϭϭ
Your mysteries cannot be contained by words,
Your attributes cannot be contained by expression.
NasƯmƯ’s “nagonjam” (I cannot be contained) ghazal which is a Persian
counterpart of his famous ghazal “sÕ÷mazam” (I cannot be contained) from this
Turkish dƯwƗn and similar to this ghazal for its meaning, idea, and radƯf is in
harmony with ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry, too:
NasƯmƯ:
ϢΠϨ̴ϧ ϥΎ̰ϣϻ έΩ ϢϧΎ̰ϣϻ ΞϨ̳ Ϧϣ
5
ϢΠϨ̴ϧ ϥΎΟ ϭ ϢδΟ έΩ ϢϧΎΟ ϭ ϢδΟ ί ήΗήΑ
1

The desire for material things.
Nezaket Memmedli, “Sufism and its Artistic Expression System in FuঌǌlƯ's “Leyli and
Majnun,” Science and Education, Baku, (2011), 91.
3
.236ˬ1381ˬϥήϬΗ (ήϔϧίϭήϓ ϥΎϣΰϟ ϪϳΪΑ έΎτϋ ϝϮΣ Ρήη) ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
4
Ibid.
5
.234,1972 ˬϮ̯ΎΑ ˬϥΎΠϳΎΑέΫ ̶ΘϟϭΩ ΕΎϳήθϧ ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
2
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I am a placeless treasure, but I cannot be contained by placelessness,
I am superior to body and soul, and I can be contained
neither by the body nor by the soul!
These two poets have a similar approach to the concept of “being
uncontainable”. However, in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poem, it is a third person who is described
as not be contained by place and time, and on the contrary, in NasƯmƯ’s poem,
there is no difference between the describing party and described party, and the
poet doesn’t differentiate between himself and his God and expresses the
emotions and excitement of meeting with God.
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Rinds and Qalandars in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s Poetry
Famous Iranian researcher Abdolhossein Zarrinkubwrites about ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s
ghazal related to Qalandariyya1: “It is possible to find signs of qalandariyyah in
the most of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s mystic ghazals. The poet dives into endless divine love and
feelings. Qalandariyya calls humans to get rid of themselves, their body, and
material desires, to annihilate the physical attributes, and save them from all
material ties.Qalandar2 learned the location of the temple's head from a Christian
girl. When the head entered the temple, all ascetics (zƗhidƗn) admiringly obeyed
him and shed tears before him. They left the selfish world which was a symbol
of material desires and stepped into the world of endlessness.3
In addition to Dr. Abdolhossein Zarrinkub, we believe that ‘A৬৬Ɨr was a
qalandar indeed, and he hid his spiritual journey and his experiences and feelings
in the spiritual development from the people as mentioned in “outside with
people, inside with God” concept of Sufis. “The people who spoke with him at
market or drugstore were unaware of the storms arising in his inner world.”4
In most of NasƯmƯ’s ghazals, emotional soul, divine ecstasy, and great
excitement attributable to MawlƗnƗ JalƗl al-DƯn RǌmƯ’s main dƯwƗn named
“DƯwƗn-i KabƯr” or “DƯwƗn-i Shams” dominate.
We can describe ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s character as a Sufi who is capable of being
patient. The poet revealsthe divine mysteries only in few ghazals:
˷ ϭ βϠϔϣ Ύϣ ήϴ̡ ή̳Ω έΎΑ
Ϊη εϼϗ
Ϊη εΎΑϭ ϥί ϩέ ϥΎϐϣ ήϳΩ Ϧ˳Α έΩ
ˬΖΧϮδΑ ̵ϮϋΩ ؞ϗήΧ ˬΖϓΎϳ ήϘϓ ؝Ϊ̰ϴϣ
5
Ϊη εΎϓ ϥΎϬΟ ϭΩ έΩ ήϔ̰Α ϥΎϤϳ ϩέ έΩ
He became bankrupt and drifter,
He became a thug on the way ofwine drinkers.
He found the wine house of poverty and burnt war clothes.
He was found guilty for profaneness in the journey of faith and became
contemptible in both worlds.
Interestingly, the poet uses rind and qalandariyyah perspectives together
or in parallel in many cases:
1

A sect of Sufism.
Wandering ascetic Sufi dervishes who may or may not be connected to Qalandariyya.
3
.641378 ˬϥήϬΗ 64αˬϥήϬΗ ˬΏϮ̯ Ϧϳ˷έί ϦϴδΤϟ ΪΒϋ ήΘ̯Ϊλ
4
.651378 ˬϥήϬΗ 64αˬϥήϬΗ ˬΏϮ̯ Ϧϳ˷έί ϦϴδΤϟ ΪΒϋ ήΘ̯Ϊλ
5
.285, 640 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
2

Ωέϭ ήΑ ̵ήϓΎ̯ ϪΑ ΖγΩ ϝΩ
Ωέϭ ήΑ ̵έΪϨϠϗ Ϧϴϳϭ
ΖγϮΧ ̶Ϥϧ ̶ΒϳΎϧ ϭ ̶ϳ˷ήϗ
1
˷ Ϊϧέ
Ωέϭ ήΑ ̵ήϣΎϘϣ ϭ ̵
The heart found profaneness
And learned the rite of qalandariyyah.
It didn’t want pride and power,
But it chose to be rind and ascetic.
It is clear that NasƯmƯ, who was a religious scholar and Qur’an supporter,
became a qalandar after a certain period.2
I am a qalandar and sequestered individual without material being,
I am both a slave and a king.
Inmost of NasƯmƯ’s ghazals, emotional soul, divine ecstasy, and great
excitement attributable to MawlƗnƗ JalƗl al-DƯn RǌmƯ’s main dƯwƗn named
“DƯwƗn-i KabƯr” or “DƯwƗn-i Shams” dominate.
Even though in ‘A৬৬Ɨr's dƯwƗn, the patient soul of sƗlik3 who finished the
spiritual journey and met with God is widely described, many poems express the
mood of being rind in their content:
Ζγ ϡΪ̯ ΪΠδϣ ϭ ϪϧΎΨϴϣ ϩέ
Ζγ ϡήΣ Ϧϴ̰δϣ Ϧϣ ήΑ ϭΩ ήϫ Ϫ̯
Ζγ Ϊϧέ Ϫ̯ ϡΪϧέά̳ ΪΠδϣ έΩ Ϫϧ
4
Ζγ ϡΎΧ έΎϤ˷ Χ Ϧϴ̯ ϪϧΎΨϴϣ έΩ Ϫϧ
I don’t know where the mosque and tavern are located,
Cause I am prohibited to be in these places,
I can go to neither the mosque nor the tavern.
When they see me in the mosque, they call me qalandar, and
When they see me in the tavern, they call me drunk!

5

ίϭήϣ Ζγ ΕΎΑήΧ ϪΒό̯ ήϣ
Ζγ ϡΎϣ ̶ϗΎγ ϭ ̶οΎϗ ϢϔϳήΣ

My Kaaba is ruined today,
My friend is ghƗzi, a warrior for the faith and my ImƗm is sƗqƯ6
ϢΘϓΎϳ ϪϧΎϐϣ ήϳΩ ϪόϣϮλ ϥϭέΩ εϭΩ
7
ϢΘϓΎϳ ϪϧΎ̴ϳ ήϴ̡ έήϳΩ ̵ΎϤϨϫέ
Yesterday I found a church of wine drinkers in the temple
And I learned there was only one (remarkable) head guiding the church
and all people.
1

.263ˬ ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
Saadat Shikhiyeva, “Mythopoetic Characters in NasƯmƯ’s Way of Thinking”, Scientific
Researches, n. 3-4, Nǌrlan: Baku, (1996), 65-66.
3
A person who engages in the Islamic spiritual path.
4
.181, ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
5
.181, ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
6
A person who serves drinks.
7
.628, ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
2
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Like in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry, the motifs of being rind dominate in NasƯmƯ’s
Persian poems:
ϡ ϪϧΎΨϴϣ Ϧ̯Ύγ ϭ ήϳΩ ήϴ̡ Ϊϳήϣ Ύϣ
ϡ Ϫϧ ΎϤϴΑ ϭ ήϏΎγ ϥΎθ̯ ̵ΩέΩ ϡΪϤϫ
̶ϣ ΎΘϫΪ̰ϴϣ ΞϨ̯ ϭ έΎϳ Ϟλϭ ϭ ΖδϓΎγ
1
Ϣϳ ϪϧΎΨΘΑ ϪΒό̯ ϭ ϩΎϗ ϪϧΎΧ ί ίΎϴϧ ̶Α
We are church supporters and tavern folk,
We share the sorrow of saints and drunken people.
As long as we have sƗqƯ’s wine, sweetheart’s love, and tavern’s corner,
We don’t need any temple, Kaaba, and shrine.
As is seen from above, ‘A৬৬Ɨr describes himself as the leader of the temple“one and only leader and remarkable spiritual guide”. But NasƯmƯ claims that he
is a leader in the mosque. Although ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s approaches are
different, the terms “tavern, temple, spiritual guide, and church” have similar
meaning and purpose in their poems.
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The Idea of al-Nǌr al-Muۊammadiyya and Love for Ahl al-Bayt in
‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s Poems
According to the poet, Prophet Muhammad's soul is the main thing that
can make a person happy both in this world and afterlife:
The light of Muܒ܈afƗ’s face gives bliss to people,
It makes our soul happy and our body healthy2
The poet who called Prophet Muhammad “leader of peace”, “wise”, and
“leader of peace sign”3 clearly shows that he accepted the idea of al-Nǌr alMuۊammadiyya (Muhammadan Light):
As NasƯmƯ bowed before Muܒ܈afƗ’s divine light,
He read the verse of sajdah, prostration to God, and prayed.4
Here the poet hinted at the secret meaning of the verse“Sajdah.”5 This
couplet of the poet who recommended to read verse “wasjud waqtarib” (Surah
“Al-‘Alaq”, 19) (Bow down and get closer to Him) once more proves the fact
that he chanted Qur’an and he was a ۊƗfiڲ6 as the poet himself acknowledged.
In some of the poems, NasƯmƯ deliberately highlights the close relationship
between Prophet Muhammad and ImƗm ‘AlƯ and, thus, he, referring to hadith,
Prophet Muhammad's sayings. “I am with him, and he is with me,” said by
Prophet Muhammad about ImƗm ‘AlƯ, states that the first condition of
recognizing the Prophet is to recognize ImƗm ‘AlƯ in a way the Prophet described
and recognized:
Thank God, today is the day of God’s brave servants,
Today is the day of ۉaydar’s and Muܒ܈afƗ’s followers.
1
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The journey was completed, and all differences were eliminated,
Today is the day of ‘AlƯ al-murtaڲƗ who is a part of me.1
In this ghazal, the poet describes the moral ties and mysterious relationship
between Prophet Muhammad and ImƗm ‘AlƯ.
The poet’s poems which can generally be called “ImƗmiyya” clearly
reflect his attitude. After praising 12 ImƗms in his ghazal which begins with the
verse “Your beauty is a bliss for the people of Qiblah, the direction of Mecca,
and meeting with you is the purpose of visit to Kaaba”, the poet writes that
“NasƯmƯ is just a poor man for the People of the Cloak (Ahl al-Bayt) who were
the servants of God from the very beginning.”NasƯmƯ claims that, in addition to
the divine light of Prophet Muতammad, the love for Ahl al-Bayt and ImƗm ‘AlƯ
was gifted to people before the creation of the world and life. The main meaning
expressed by ghazals, with radƯf “hanǌz” (before) which is commonly used in
Sufi poetry, is that the divine light of Prophet Muতammad and ImƗm‘AlƯ is the
first light. In his turn, NasƯmƯ uses this radƯf and adds a different shade to the
concepts of “Muhammadan light” and “Muhammadan Reality”:
I was stuck in your hair before the trap was set,
I tasted the wine of your lips before I was given a goblet.
I saw you in Kaaba together with the people of heaven,
I went around Kaaba before I was forbidden to do it.
The wine of your lips was drunk in Alast before the creation of goblet
I was speaking with the supreme ones before the creation of ordinary
people.
I saw your face like a fate
Before Musa was sent.2
As we plan to compare the love for Ahl al-Bayt in NasƯmƯ’s ImƗmiyyas
and Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s works such as “Maܲhar”, “Maܲharal-‘AjƗ’ib”,
etc. in a separate article, we just shortly discussed it in this article.
NaƯras Written by NasƯmƯ to Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Ghazals
“NasƯmƯ's Turkish and Persian dƯwƗns made an exceptional contribution to
the strengthening of the traditions of writing naƯras in Azerbaijani-Turkish
poetry. His dƯwƗns are a bridge connecting his predecessors to his followers.
NasƯmƯ willingly read and learned the poetry of his predecessors, and thus, he
repeated the things he already knew, formed a new style using the power of his
imagination, and laid a literary and philosophical foundation for raising a
generation of great poets. These naƯras, which can be studied in terms of literary
relationships, brought the literary-aesthetic and philosophical concepts of
NasƯmƯ to the works of other poets not as individual elements, but as flows.”3
The naƯra was written by NasƯmƯ to Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazal
with “rƯkhta” (flows) radƯf is noteworthy. We think that although this ghazal is
1
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weaker than other ghazals of ‘A৬৬Ɨr for its rhythm and meaning, the word
“‘omda”, which is the root word of “nasƯm-i ܈ubۊdam” and “ImƗdaddƯn”,
attracted NasƯmƯ’s attention. NasƯmƯ considered this word as a hint of his
nickname and source of inspiration.
ϪΘΨϳέ ΪϤϋ Ζγ ϥϮΧ ϡΪΤΒλ ώϴΗ ί έ ΐη
ϪΘΨϳέ ΎϨϴϣ Ζθρ έΩ ϖϔη ϥϮΧ ϦΒϴϳ ̮ϨΑ
ϢϬΑ ϩ Ωέϭ ήΑ Άϟ Άϟ ϡΪϗ ήϫ έΩ ΐη ϻϻ
1
ϪΘΨϳέ ϻϻ Άϟ Άϟ ϡΪΤΒλ Ϣϴδϧ ̮ϳ ίϭ
The darkness of the night is flowing like the blood which comes from the
sword of the morning,
The blood of dawn is being poured into a porcelain goblet.
Servant of the night gets a gemstone at each step,
The pearls of LƗ, LƗ (LƗ ilƗha illƗllah-There is no God, but Allah) are
coming with the morning breeze.
The naƯra written by NasƯmƯ to the poem both retains the main essence of
‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazal and brings original shades to it:
ϪΘΨϳέ ΎΒϬλ ϥϮΧ ΖδΘδϣ Ϣθ̩ ϝΎϴΧ ̵
ϪΘΨϳέ ΎϳέΩ εΎϫήγ ήΗ Ϧϴ̰θϣ ϒϟί
̵ήϫϮΟ ζϴ̡ ϮΗ ϥΎΟήϣ ϡϮψϨϣ ؞ϘϠΣ
2
ϪΘΨϳέ ϻϻ Άϟ Άϟ Υέ Ώ ΐϟ ϭΩ ί
Dreaming of your drunken eyes, I taste wine,
Do your black curl shide the mysteries of the ocean?
The pieces of your coral bead are more valuable than jewelry.
Your lips utter the pearl of LƗ, LƗ (LƗ ilƗha illƗllah).
The expression “nasƯm-i ܈ubۊdam” (morning breeze) used by ‘A৬৬Ɨr in
this ghazal was written by NasƯmƯ in his other ghazals:
O morning breeze, please tell me, is my sweetheart happy?
Be my beloved and sweetheart, do you want me to live in this world?3
In his dƯwƗn, NasƯmƯ used different meaning of his nickname “nasƯm”:
The soul revived with the morning breeze,
What is this beauty brought with the breeze from the fragrance of your
black hair?
I can sacrifice myself for the breeze of your hair,
That breeze is more valuable than the most expensive jewelry.4
There are ghazals with “oftƗd” radƯf in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s dƯwƗns. As
stated by researcher S. Shikhiyeva, these ghazals were written by NasƯmƯ as
naƯras to ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry.5
In addition to the rhyme, radƯf, and rhythm characteristics of the ghazals,
the similarity of essence and subject proves this fact:

1
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ΩΎΘϓϭ ήΒΧ ϢϟΎόΑ ϮΗ Ϟόϟ ΐϟ ί ΎΗ
ΩΎΘϓϭ ήΑ ϩΩή̡ Ϧϴθϧ ϪηϮ̳ ̶δΑ έΎ̯ ί
Ζϳϭέ ϮΗή̡ ̶Βη ΩΎΘϓϭ ϝΩ έϮρ ήΑ
1
ΩΎΘϓϭ έΩ ̵Ύ̡ ί ϭ Ϊη ̶ϠΠΗ Ζδϣ ϥΎΟ
All the world found the pearl of your lips,
And many ascetics unveiled themselves.
Your wonderful face shed light on my darkness,
The spirit (like the Prophet Moses, who saw the light of God and left
him(N/M/) saw the manifestation of your face and fell.
In NasƯmƯ’s ghazals, the motif of “parda” (veil, curtain) is dominant. This
word is used both in the first and last verses of the poet’s couplet with “oftƗd” radƯf:
ΩΎΘϓϭ ήΑ ϮΗ ϩΎϣ Ϯ̩ έΎδΧέί ϩΩή̡ ΎΗ
2
ΩΎΘϓ έΪΑ ̵ΎϬϧ ίέ ̶δΑ ϩΩή̡ ί
When your shining face was unveiled,
Many hidden secrets were unveiled.
The symbol of “parda” is also widely used in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry. In his dƯwƗn
and poems, the poet depicts as “parda” all material desires which separate a
person from God. ‘A৬৬Ɨr sometimes writes a ghazal wholly on the motifs of
“parda” and uses all shades of the meaning of this word:
ΩΎϬϧ έΰϫ Ϊλ ϩΩή̡ ϮΗ ϖθϋ
ΩΎϬϧ έΎϤη ̶Α ϩΩή̡ έΩ ϩΩή̡
ΩέΩ ή̡ ̶Ϥϟ ϩΩή̡ ήϫ β̡
ΩΎϬϧ έΎ̰η ϩΎ̳ ϭ ϥΎϬϧ Ϫ̳
ζΗ ϥΎϬΟ Ϊλ ϭ ϥϮΧ ϥΎϬΟ Ϊλ
ΩΎϬϧ έϮΘγ ϩΩή̡ ήϫ β̡
Ωή̯ ΐϳΎΠϋ ϥΎϨ̩ ̵ίΎΑ ϩΩή̡
ΩΎϬϧ έΰϫ ̶̰ϳ έΩ ̶̰ϳ Ϫ̯
ˬΖϓή̴Α ϥΎϣί ̮ϳ ϪΑ ϝΩ ؝Ωή̡
3
ΩΎϬϧ έΎϴΘΧ ̵ϭέ ήΑ ϩΩή̡
Your love put hundreds of thousands of veils between us,
It veiled the veils again and again.
It sometimes hid and sometimes unveiled a world
Full of grief under each veil.
One hundred worlds of blood and
One hundred worlds of fire were placed under each veil.
It was such a strange situation that
One veil replaced another.
When the veil of the heart was taken,
The face was veiled.
Especially in “UshturnƗma” of the poet, this symbol is broadly explained:
“UshturnƗma” begins with the sections of munƗjƗt4, nƗ‘ܒ, and der ܴƗt o ܈ifƗt5 (on
1
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essence and attributes), and then, the story of “HekƗyet-e ostƗde-e tork o
pardabƗzƯ-ye u” (Turkish master and his curtain play) is given:
̱έΰΑ ̵ΩΎΘγ ΩϮΑ ̵ίΎΑ ϩΩή̡
̭ήΗ Ϟλ ί ̶ϟϭ ΎϧΩ ̶̰ΑΎΟ
ΖηΪϧ ̶θϳΎ˷Ϙϧ Ϧϓ έΩ ΩϮΧ ϞΜϣ
1
ΖηΩ έΎ̯ ΎΠϧ Ζϓέ ̶ϣ ΎΠ̯ ήϫ
Once upon a time, there was a great Turkish master of curtain play.
He was very wise and clever.
He had no rival in engraving and painting.
He could easily find a job everywhere he went.
In this story, the poet wrote about a Turkish painter who impressed
everyone with his works. The painter kept his works behind seven beautiful and
decorative curtains to hide them from people. Behind each curtain, the workers
and followers of the painter were sitting. They drew a copy of the original
picture. The one sitting behind the second cover was copying the picture drawn
in the first cover, and the others copied the pictures each after each. Nobody had
seen the original painting. As the master developed his skills, the pictures
became even more beautiful and quality. Those who were unaware of this case
admired the first painting and thought that it had been drawn by the master
painter himself. However, the work hidden behind the curtain was more
gorgeous. Finally, one day the master painter removed the curtains one by one.
He destructed the copies. And the magnificence of the original painting dazzled
everyone who saw it.2
Interpreting this story allegorically, ‘A৬৬Ɨr addresses people: “You must get
rid of all forms and remove the veils and obstacles that separate you from your
soul; so, you can reach the Real”.
Ϣϫ ϮΗ ή̴ϨΑ ϦΘθϳϮΧ έΩ ϥΎϣί ̮ϳ
3
Ϣϫ ϪΑ ϩΩή̡ ϭ ΕέϮλ ̶ηΎΒϧ ΎΗ
Look at yourself for a moment
Thus, you will not be a picture behind the cover.
Here the poet states that the master painter is your soul, and his followers
are your seven feelings. Don’t be enslaved by your feelings and emotions. Don’t
be locked in the copy. Remove the covers from your soul.
It should be noted that NasƯmƯ has two ghazals with “dushmush” (fallen)
radƯf in his Turkish dƯwƗn. We think they are similar to ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazals with
“oftƗd” radƯf for their meaning and topic. Let’s see two couplets:
ΪΘϓ ήΑ ϮΗ ϝΎϤΟ ΪϴηέϮΧ ί ϩΩή̡ ή̳
ΩΎΘϓϭ έΪΑ ϩΩή̡ ί ϩΩή̯ ΎΒϗ ϪϣΎΟ Ϟ̳
ΪϨϴΑ ϮΗ ̮ϧήϠ̳ ϩήϬ̩ ϦϤ̩ Ϣθ̩ ϥϮ̩
4
ΪΘϓ ήΑ ήϳϮθΗ ί Ϫ̪ϨϏ ϦϫΩ ί ϥϮΧ
When your Sun-like face was seen under the cover,
Rose removed its cover.
1
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When the green fields saw your bright face,
Flowers developed in all trees.
In this couplet, the cover and flower motifs are connected, too. The topic
of the couplets conforms with the general harmony of the ghazal and hints at the
gigantic explosion when the universe began from the explosion of a particle
(“Big Bang”). Highlighting the flower motif, the poet points out Prophet
Muhammad’s soul and al-Nǌr al-Muۊammadiyya (divine light of Prophet
Muhammad) which was created before the creation of the world and life. In this
context, the concept of cover differs from the term of cover used in other ghazals
of NasƯmƯ. For example, in his Turkish dƯwƗn, the poet writes:
O beloved, I wish to see your face without cover,
Unbelievers are blind because they don't want the discovery of mystery.1
In this couplet, the term “cover” means all obstacles, material desires, and
mess that prevent a person from seeing reality, and it is said that those who don’t
believe in the Real don’t want the mysteries to be disclosed. The verse
“Unbelievers are blind” refers to the verse “܇ummun bukmun, ‘umyun fahum lƗ
yarji‘ǌn” (They are deaf, dumb, and blind, so, they will not return to the right
path) (Surah Al-Baqarah- 18).
The poet adds a different and greater meaning to the conception of “cover”
in the last couplet- “O NasƯmƯ, you want to remove the cover from the Real and
to distract the idolater, don't do that!” of his ghazal beginning with “You want
to spread the beautiful fragrance of your hair, don’t do that; You want to
abandon the religion and to kill the soul. Don’t do that.”2
In NasƯmƯ’s and ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Persian dƯwƗns, there are ghazals with same radƯfs
such as “bebƯn”, “wassalƗm”, “dƗram”, “dƗrad”, “‘ishq”, and “mast”.
Although these ghazals were written in different rhythms, their topics, ideas, and
rhyme systems are similar.
Comparative Analysis of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s Ghazals with “Bar
Ɨmad” RadƯf
Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr has two poems with “bar Ɨmad” (came) radƯf.
One of them is a ghazal, and another is mustazƗd (increment poem). ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s
ghazal “bar Ɨmad” expresses the spirit of qalandar:
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΑήΧ ̵Ϯ̯ ί Ϧϣ ήϴ̡ ̵Ω
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϬϴϫ ؝ήόϧ ϥΎ̳ ϩΪθϟΩ ίϭ
ˬΪϨ̰ϓήΑ ϪΑήγ ΎϨϓ ΏήΤϣ ϪΑ ϩΪϳέϮη
3
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΟΎϨϣ Νήόϣ ϪΑ Ζδϣήγ
Yesterday my pƯr (spiritual leader) came from the streets of ruins,
All his followers were amazed.
He miserably put his forehead on the ground,
And dizzyingly ascended to pray.
In our view, the poet describes the moment when the shaykh appeared after
forty days of self-isolation and came to the mosque for the first time, the
1
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impressive divine light on his face amazed his followers, and they began to talk
among themselves amazingly. His prayers and prostration to God are called
mi‘rƗj al-munƗjƗt (ascension of the whispering prayers to God).
NasƯmƯ:
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΑήΧ ̵Ϯ̯ ίΎγΪϘϟ Ρϭέ
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΟΎϨϤΑ ̶ϠΠΗ ϕΎΘθϣ
Ϊη ϥΎϴϋ Ϧϴϋ ϖϓ ί ϦϴϘϳ ΪϴηέϮΧ
1
Ϊϣ ήΑ Ε˷έΫ ϊϠτϣ ί ϖΣ έϮϧ
The Holy Spirit came from the ruins,
The people waiting for manifestation came to pray to God.
The Sun of certainty rose from the horizon of divinity,
Lights of the Real came with the emerging particles.
Like ‘A৬৬Ɨr, NasƯmƯ writes that ‘usshƗq (lovers) who saw the manifestation
of God's lights began to pray, and the shaykh who quitted self-isolation was
shining like the Sun rising from the horizon of divinity. Both ghazals are about
a shaykh and his followers and the manifestation of the Divine Reality.
“PƯr-e mƗ” (our shaykh) and Rǌ ۊal-Quds, “delshodegƗn” and “mushtƗq-i
tajallƯ” are used in parallel in the first two couplets of both of the ghazals. In the
third and fourth verses, ‘A৬৬Ɨr writes that the leader dizzyingly put his head on
the ground, ascended to the divine stage, and prayed God. Here the conversation
of the leader with God is called “mi‘rƗj al-munƗjƗt” which shows that the leader
forgets both himself and others and speaks to God, prays to Him, and begs.
NasƯmƯ's ghazal shows that the sƗlik was enlightened by the conversation of the
shaykh2, the Sun of the certainty rose, and lights of the Real (manifested in the
combination of the particles, which hints at the assembly of worshippers.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ˬΪη ϭήϓ ϪϨϴγ ϩέ ϪΑ ϥΎϧΎΟ ̵Ωέ˵Ω ϥϮ̩
.Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎ˷ϴΤΗ Βλ ϥΎΟ ϕήθϣ ί
ˬΖΧΪϧ ήΑ έϮϧ ή̡ Υέ ί ΏΎϘϧ ΖγϭΩ ϥϮ̩
3
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϣΎϘϣ ϪΑ ˬΪη ϭήϓ ΖγϭΩ ΎΑ
Wine of the sweetheart made my soul drunk,
Morning greetings were heard from the East of the Soul.
When the friend removed the cover from his shining face,
Everyone began to shine with his divine light and prayed.
In this couplet, “morning” points out Surah “Al-DukhƗn”, and the removal
of the cover from the friend's face represents the murshid who left asceticism
and appeared in lights. As well, ‘A৬৬Ɨr hints at the hadith in which God says: “I
am a secret treasure.”
NasƯmƯ:
ˬΖΧϭήϓ ήΑ έϮμϨϣ ϖΠϨγ ΪΑ ϥΎτϠγ
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕϭΎϤλ ϭ νέ ί Ύϧ ϖΤϟ
Ϊη ϥΎϬϧ ϭ Ζθ̳ ̮Ϡϣ ΩϮΠδϣ Ϫ̯ έϮϧ ϥ
1
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Ϊϣ ήΑ Ε˷ή̰Α έήΑ ήϬψϣ ί

Ruler of Eternity burnt Man܈ǌr’s flag,
The sound “I” echoed off the earth and heaven.
The divine light that angels worshiped hid,
It went and came back among the clouds again and again.
The poem maintains and further develops the idea of manifestation. “Ruler
of Eternity” means God, “to Burn Manৢǌr’s flag” means burning of Hallaj with
divine love after God said “Oh Musa, I am God” from a tree in mount Sinai. God
speaks via a tree also and also via his servant. The burning of Manৢǌr’s flag by
God metaphorically expresses the parallelism between the burning tree and the
burning of humans with divine love.
The angels worship the light of the Prophet Adam and this is the first light
called al-Nǌr al-Muۊammadiyya. The water raining through the clouds rises
back into the sky and rains again. This process repeats: “Az maܲhar-e ebrƗr
bekerrƗt bar Ɨmed” (it comes and goes back again and again from the
manifestations of the clouds). The light particles coming from God go back to
Him. “InnƗ lillƗhi ve innƗ ilayhi raji‘ǌn” saying is expressed through a metaphor
in the example of cloud and rain.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ζϟΎϤΟ ΪϳΩ ϥϮΗ ϩΪϳΩ ϥ ί Ϫ̯ ϩΪϳΩ ϥ
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΟΎΣ ϭ Ϊϣ ΪϳΪ̡ ϩΪϳΩ ϥ
ˬϦϴόΗ ϪΑ ΏϮϠτϣ ϭ Ϊη ϞλΎΣ ϪΑ ΩϮμϘϣ
2
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϤ˷ Ϭϣ ϭ Ζθ̯ Ϧϳήϗ ΏϮΒΤϣ
The eye which helps to see your beautiful face was seen,
And all the wishes came true.
The goal was achieved, and the demand was met.
The sweetheart came closer, and all duties were executed.
In this couplet, the eye means the eye of the murshid who can foresee the
future. The sƗlik achieved his goal, and his demand was met because to find a
true guide on the path taking to God is the greatest happiness. A leader, that can
foresee the future and protect the sƗlik from all dangers existing on his path and
guide him, is a door to happiness for the murƯd.3
The poet also says “mahbǌb qerƯn gesht o muhummƗt bar Ɨmed” which
means the murshid putting his head on the ground when praying to God. Sajdah4,
which is one of the duties in ܈alƗt5 is also a duty that helps people to get close to
God. The verse “wasjud waqtarib”(Surah “Al-‘Alaq”, 19) (Prostrate and get close
to Him) is expressed in this couplet with these words: “mahbǌb qerƯn gesht o
muhummƗt bar Ɨmed” (The sweetheart came closer, and all duties were executed).
NasƯmƯ:
ϖηΎϋ ΕΎΟΎΣ ϖΣ ί Ϫ̯ Ϳ Ϫ˷ϨϤϟ
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϣΎρ ̶γϮϟΎγ ϭ ϪΑϮΗ ̶Α
1

.162 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
.300 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
3
Follower in Sufism.
4
To put one’s knees and forehead on the ground-prostration.
5
Prayer performed five times a day by Muslims.
2
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Ζγ έϮϧ ؝έϮγ ϥ ϮΗ ̵ϭέ ϖΣ ΕέϮλ ̵
1
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΫ ϢϠϋ ζϓήΣ ΕέϮλ ΰ̯
Thank God, all wishes of the lover came true
Without repentance, begging, and requirement.
O the form of the Real, your face is Surah “An-Nǌr”,
The flag of the Essence rose from the form of his word.
As is obvious, the idea given in two couplets of ‘A৬৬Ɨr is expressed in only
one couplet by NasƯmƯ. Both of the poets write in their poems that the sƗlik has
reached his aim and is thankful to God for this. In the second verse, the poet
mentions Surah “An-Nǌr” and writes that the essence of the Truth can be seen
in the facial features of murshid which is called “Rǌ ۊal-Quds”.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ˬΪη ϭήϓ ̵Ϯ̯ ϥΪΑ ΩϮΑ ϥΎϬΟ ίΎΑ ΪΑ
2
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϤϬη Ϫ̯ ΩϮΑ ϥΪΑ ϝΎΒϗ ϭ
Then the world was a bad situation, and he appeared on the way,
All of this was like a chess game.
NasƯmƯ:
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ϥΎϤΣέ ΕέϮλ ؞Ϩϴϳ˴ ̵ ϮΗ ̵ϭέ ΰΟ
3
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϣϼϋ ζϘϧ Ϧϳ Ϫ̯ ϪΟϭ ήΑ
O, the mirror of the merciful God, besides your face
These patterns and attributes appear.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ϖθϋ ̶ϣ ϪϋήΟ ̮ϳ ϪΑ ϭ ΕΎϣή̯ ϭ ΖηΩ ϦϳΩ
4
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϣή̯ ϭ ϦϳΩ ί ˬΪη ΩϮΧ ̶Α
He was devout and wise. Once he took a sip of love wine, he lost control
of himself and abandoned his religion and wisdom.
Here the meaning of “pƯr-e mƗ” given at the beginning of the ghazal is
explained. In this poem, the poet describes a disciple (murƯd) who reached a high
level in religion and became wise. After taking a sip of love wine, the murƯd left
everything and abandoned religion and wisdom. This character reminds us of the
poet's favorite hero ৡan‘Ɨn.
NasƯmƯ:
̶ϘϴϘΣ ϩΎη Ϊθϧ Ϫ̯ ϥ ΩϮΟϭ ΖΨΗήΑ
5
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϤϬη ؝ίϭ ε Ϫλήϋ ί
If the one occupying the throne of the soul is not the True king,
When the battle begins the sound of the chess game will be heard.
It is obvious that in this poem the poet also refers to the chess motif just as
used in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s above-mentioned couplet. Here “chess” term is used both to
show the loss of the king in the battle and to describe the chess game. The true
1

.163 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
.300 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
3
.163 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
4
.300 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
5
.163 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
2

king occupying the throne of the soul is a murshid. When those who are not true
disciples go to the battle, struggle against the soul (nafs), the sound the chess
pieces make on the chessboard is heard. Their battle is nothing, but a game.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ˬΖθ̳ ̶Ϥϫ ϪϤϴγήγ ̵Ϯ̯ ϦϳΪΑ έΎ˷τϋ
1
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΑ̫ ϩέ ί ϭ Ϊη ̶ϔϧ ΎΗ
‘AܒܒƗr was strolling along the street,
Purification was followed by demonstration
In Qur’an, God commands that “God may remove or confirm anything as
He wishes” (Surah Ar-Rad 13/39). In the above-mentioned couplet, the poet uses
Sufi terms “purification” and “demonstration”. These terms mean that something
is gone forever and then appears again. God purifies his devoted servant from
his sins and boosts his soul and spiritual qualities. In tawۊƯd (recognition of the
oneness of God), Sufis consider “LƗ ilƗha” as purification and “illƗllah” as a
demonstration. Ibn A৬Ɨ’ullah says: “God purifies his servants from their material
desires and keeps the secrets of their souls.”2
While ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poem ends up with purification and demonstration, NasƯmƯ
concludes its ghazal as follows:
ˬΩϮΑ ϖΣ ϪϤϫ ϢϟΎϋ ϭΩ ί ̶Ϥϴδϧ ΩϮμϘϣ
3
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎΟΎΣ ϭ Ϊη ήδϴϣ ΩϮμϘϣ
NasƯmƯ’s only wish in both worlds had always been love,
His wish came true, and all he had wanted, realized.
In this couplet, the poet says that his only wish in both worlds is love and
that his wish has come true. Here the poet as if refers to and interprets the
following couplet of ‘A৬৬Ɨr which was stated above:
ϖθϋ ̶ϣ ϪϋήΟ ̮ϳ ϪΑ ϭ ΕΎϣή̯ ϭ ΖηΩ ϦϳΩ
4
Ϊϣ ήΑ ΕΎϣή̯ ϭ ϦϳΩ ί ˬΪη ΩϮΧ ̶Α
The poet develops the idea of a person who sacrificed his life, religion,
prayers, and wisdom for a sip of love wine and was happy to find it.
Content of these two ghazals and similarity of Sufi terminology, rhythm,
rhyme, and radƯf used in these ghazals show that NasƯmƯ wrote his ghazal as a
naƯra to ‘A৬৬Ɨr's ghazal. Interestingly, NasƯmƯ sometimes completes the ideas
indirectly expressed in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poem as if he understands and explains ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s
secret wishes. NasƯmƯ sometimes discloses the hidden meaning of ‘A৬৬Ɨr's
ghazal, sometimes interprets it from a different point of view, and sometimes
makes additions. And sometimes he creates logical relations between his ghazal
and the mystic things described in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazals. The moral ties and
sentimentalism between the two poets are noteworthy. ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazal has 9
couplets, and NasƯmƯ’s ghazal has 12 couplets.
NasƯmƯ's ghazal with “bar Ɨmad” radƯf is one of the most beautiful
examples of naƯra in our dƯwƗn literature.

1

.300 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
http://rufaiyolu.com/nefy-ve-isbat-ne-demektir/
3
.163 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
4
.300 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
2
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Sulǌk (Spiritual Path) in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s Poetry
Both NasƯmƯ's and ‘A৬৬Ɨr's poetry describes the spiritual development
process. Characteristic features of sƗlik, the things he should avoid, and the ones
he should keep in the spiritual development path are depicted in the dƯwƗns of
these two poets.
According to ‘A৬৬Ɨr, those who love God must get rid of his body, must
not obey his material desires, and must not be enslaved by them. The poet claims
that to love anything except God is idolatry and that those who love God should
destroy the idols on the way taking to God and should leave everything but God:
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΑ ϦΘθϳϮΧ ̶Α έ ϖθϋ
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΑ ϥί ϩέ έ ΩϮΧ βϔϧ
Ζγϭ Ϫϧ Ϫ̩ ήϫ ϭ ϩέ έΩ ΩϮΑ ΖΑ
1
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΑ Ϧ̰η ΖΑ ϭ ϩέ έΩ
If you love, you need to leave yourself,
You need to avoid your material desires.
It is idolatry to love anything else on the path taking to Him;
You need to destroy all idols to reach Him.
According to NasƯmƯ, all obstacles between the sƗlik and God should be
removed on the path taking to God. As the material desires and body of people
create obstacles for them to reach God, the sƗlik should, firstly, remove these
obstacles and get rid of his body:
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΒϴϣ έΎϳ έϭ ϝϭ έΎϳ ΐϟΎρ
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΒϴϣ έΎ̯ έΩ ϭ ϖθϋ έΩ ϥ ί ΪόΑ
ϥΎϴϣ έΩ ̵ΰϴ̩ έΎϳ ΩϮΣϭ ΰΟ ΪϧΎϤϧ ΎΗ
2
ϥΪη ΪϳΎΒϴϣέάϴΑ ϦΘθϳϮΧ ΩϮΟϭ ί
In Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry, the character of “Christian girl”, as
mentioned in Sufi terminology, represents lights and bliss sent from God to the sƗlik:
ϡέΩ ̪؞Α ΎγήΗ Ϣϟ Ύϋ ϪϤϫ ί Ϧϣ ϥϮ̩
ϡέΎϋ ΩϮΒϧ ΰϴ̳ήϫ ̶ϳΎγήΗ ί Ϫ̯ ϢϧΩ
Ϫϣ ̵έΎϨ̯ ϪΑ ϡΪϳΩ εέΎ˷ϧί Ϯ̩ ϒϟί ΎΗ
3
ϡέΎ˷ϧί ϪΑ ϪΘδΑ ήΑ ΩϮΧ ϥΎϴϣ ϪΘγϮϴ̡
All I have in this world is a Christian girl,
I understood that I am not ashamed of Christianity.
When I see your hair around your shining face,
I was imprisoned in it.
However, in NasƯmƯ’s poetry, it is almost impossible to find the character
of “Christian girl”.
‘A৬৬Ɨr expresses the Divine Reality and waۊdat al-wujǌd (unity of
existence) of God as follows:
Ζγϭ ̵ϭέ ̶ϧΎϴΑ ί ϥΎϤϳ έϮϧ
Ζγϭ ̵Ϯϣ ̮ϳ ήγ ί ήϔ̯ ΖϤϠυ
1

.517 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
.253 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
3
.452 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
2

Ζδϫ Ϫ̩ ήϫ ϢϟΎϋ ϭΩ έΩ ϩ˷έΫ ϩ˷έΫ
1
Ζγϭ ̵ϭέ ΏΎΘϓ έΩ ̵ ϩΩή̡
The light of faith is in her facial features,
The darkness of blasphemy is hanging from her hair.
Every single particle existing in both worlds
Is a veil on her sun-like face.
In his turn, NasƯmƯ expresses the idea of oneness of God and unity of
existence in his other poem with “ǀst”(“it is”) radƯf.
Ζγϭ ̵ϭέ ΏΎΘϓ ̶˷ϠΠΗ έϮϧ ϊϠτϣ
2
Ζγϭ ̵Ϯϣ ϥ Ζδϫ ΪϨϳϮ̳ ̶ϣ Ϫ̯ ̵έΪϘϟ ΔϠϴϟ
It is her sun-like face that lights up around,
It is her black hair that is called Night of Determination.
In both poems, the concepts of hair, day and night, and blasphemy, and
faith are described from a poetic and mystic point of view. The likeness observed
in their meaning and content is a sign of similarity and conformity between the
ways of thinking of these two poets.
We think that both poets were distinguished persons who completed their
search on the way to the Truth and met with God even when they were alive.
It is no coincidence that in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s poetry, there were ghazals
with “yaftam” (“I found”) radƯf and “yafteem” (“I have found”) radƯf,
respectively, which were written as a result of the spiritual search of sƗlik.
In the last couplet of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poem with “bar Ɨmad” (“Dǌsh az sar-e khum
܈adƗ bar Ɨmed, Jǌsh az may-e janfaڲƗ bar Ɨmed”), the poet calls himself as
“܈ƗfƯy-i ܈affa-i ܈afƗ”:
ϢϴϳΎϔλ ˷؞ϔλ ̶ϓϮλ Ύϣ
3
ϢϴϳΪΧ ί ϭ ϢϳΩϮΧ ί ΩϮΧ ̶Α
We are Sufis of ܈affa-i ܈afƗ;
We are unaware of ourselves and we are from God.
(We are particles of God... – symbolizes “InnƗ lillƗhi ve innƗ ilayhi raji‘ǌn”).
It is interesting that although the poet always criticized the Sufis, in this
couplet he called himself “Sufi”. He was Sufi of ܈affa-i ܈afƗ. ܇affa-i ܈afƗ were the
ones who sat in the first row in the conversation of Prophet Muতammad and always
listened to his sayings. In this regard, we can say that a famous story about life and
wisdom of Shaykh Safiaddin Ardabili, ShƗh Ismail’s grandfather, is called “܇awfat
al-܇afƗ.”4
Both poets followed sharƯ‘a (religious law), gained wisdom, and
successfully stepped on the way to God. They saw Prophet Muতammad as a role
model for themselves and learned from his behavior. Mentioning the purity of
Prophet Muতammad’s soul, NasƯmƯ wants to say that one needs to be kind,
generous, and faithful to find happiness.5
1

.195 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
.73 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
3
.301 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
4
See: Saadat Shikhiyeva, “HurǌfƯsm and Nuq৬avƯ Movement During Safavid Period”, History
and Reality, Azerbaijan History Society, (2013), 13-14.
5
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 2, 20.
2
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“Manܒiq al-ܒayr” by ‘A৬৬Ɨr and “Birds’ Language” by NasƯmƯ
There is a mention of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s famous work “Manܒiq al-ܒayr” in NasƯmƯ’s
Persian and Turkish dƯwƗns. The poet writes in his Persian dƯwƗn:
Ζγή̳Ω ϥΎϬΠΑ ϡΩ ήϫ ϮΗ ϖθϋ ̮ϟΎγ
Ζγή̳Ω ϥΎϤ̰Α ΖϠγϭ ΐϟ Ύρ βϔϧήϫ
̵ϮΤϧ ΪϧΎϣ Ϫ̩ ΖδϘθϋ ΪΠΑ Ύϣ αέΩ
1
Ζγ ή̳Ω ϥΎΑί ϞπϔϟϮϟ ϭ ήϴτϟ ϖτϨϣ
The sƗlik who travels to seek your love reaches a different world in each step,
The devotee of your love has a different hope in each breath.
We were taught to be devoted to love, but not syntax,
“Manܒiq al-ܒayr” of decent people is a different language.
NasƯmƯ mentions ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s “Manܒiq al-ܒayr” very often in his Turkish
dƯwƗn, too. In NasƯmƯ’s poems, the character of bird embodies sƗlik who seeks
spiritual perfection and Truth (God), and ‘AnqƗ’ or SƯmurg represents God. The
term “Birds’ language” is used in verse 16 of Surah “An-Naml” in Qur’an:

ϝ άϫ ϥ ̶ϴη Ϟ̯ Ϧϣ ϦϴΗϭ . ήϴτϟ ϖτϨϣ ΎϨϤϠϋ αΎϨϟΎϬϳ Ύϳ ϝΎϗ ϭ ΩϭΩ ϥΎϤϴϠγ Ιέϭ ϭ
ϦϴϤϟ ϞπϔϟϮϫ
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And Sulayman inherited the knowledge from DƗwǌd. He said, “O people,
we have been taught the language of birds, and we have been given from all
things. Indeed, this is an evident grace from God.”
Your beautiful face is “Manܒiq al-ܒayr” for the people believe in oneness,
If you want to interpret the language of birds, don’t do that.2
Or:
Nobody can interpret NasƯmƯ’s words,
I speak in the language of birds, and only Sulayman understands it.3
The poet sometimes uses ‘AnqƗ’ in parallel to SƯmurg:
NasƯmƯ, you always watch Mount Qaf with love,
And there you are the wing of ‘AnqƗ’ of loving.4
In his ghazal with radƯf ‘ishq, the poet makes mention of Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn
who is the major character of the largest story of “Manܒiq al-ܒayr”:
Oh, wise man, taste the love and abandon your religion,
Devote yourself to love like Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn.5
Like ‘A৬৬Ɨr, NasƯmƯ frequently uses birds and symbols of birds as mystic
metaphors.6 The poet writes:
I can sing like nightingales in the garden of the essence,
The parrot which sings sweet songs envies our beautiful speech.7
Those who don’t learn the language of birds from Sulayman’s science,
Follow their nafs and believe the myths.8
1

.72 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 1, 22.
3
Ibid., 30.
4
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 2, 59.
5
Ibid., 34.
6
Shikhiyeva, “Mythopoetic Characters in NasƯmƯ’s Way of Thinking”, 13-21.
7
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 2, 34.
8
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 1, 165.
2

Your beautiful face is “Manܒiq al-ܒayr” for the people believing in oneness,
If you want to interpret the language of birds, don’t do that.1
Like Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr, NasƯmƯ has benefited many times from
the story of Qur’an which says Prophet Sulayman knew the language of birds.
For example, in his ghazal with “dakhƯ bilmez” (doesn’t know) radƯf, the poet
writes:
O morning breeze, please take a message to my beloved,
It is the language of hoopoes, and even Sulayman doesn't know it.2
Or:
Our Sulayman appointed the hoopoe as a messenger for Bilgays
(Solomon’s wife)
And sent the letter.3
The character “Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn” who is the hero of the largest story of
‘A৬৬Ɨr is remembered in a special way:
Suddenly my heart began to burn into the flames of love,
This blind love drove the wise mad.
O wise man, now you should abandon your faith, enslaved by love,
And follow Shaykh ܇an‘Ɨn who fell in love with a Christian girl.4
The poet sometimes takes the first part of “Manܒiq al-ܒayr” and uses it as
“manܒiq al-‘ishq”:
Find love and learn the logic of loving,
Believers are called “Noah of salvation”, and nonbelievers “storm.”5
Although NasƯmƯ sometimes doesn't mention Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn, he follows
him, leaves the faith enslaved by love, and abandons his religion:
NasƯmƯ abandons his religion and worships your hair,
I have already found my religion in you.
These verses remind of Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn who shed tears for love.
In ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s “Manܒiq al-ܒayr”, the birds reached a valley in a cold sweat after
the long journey. Only thirty birds could survive the difficulties and hardships
of the burdensome journey. Suddenly, everywhere was enlightened. And
SƯmurg's beautiful face appeared among the lights. The birds heard the silent
voice of SƯmurg:
ΏΎσΤ ΖήπΣ Ϧ ί Ωϳ ϥΎΑΰ ϰΑ
ΏΎϧϘ ϥϮ̩ ΖέπΣ ϥϴ Ζδ ϪϨϳΎϜ
ϭέΪ ΪϧϴΑ ϦΗηϴϭΧ Ωϳ ϪϜ έϫ
ϮήΩ ΩϧϴΑ ϥΘ ϭ ϥΎΠ ϡϫ ϦΎΟ Ϯ ϦΗ6
It is a mirror resembling the Sun.
When you look at it, you will see your body and soul.
1

Ibid., 465.
Ibid., 13.
3
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 1, 164.
4
Ibid., 31.
5
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 2, 132.
6
.172, 1958 ˬΰϳήΒΗ ˬέϮ̰θϣ ΩϮ̩ ΪϤ˷ Τϣ ήΘ̯Ω ϡΎϤΘϫ ϭ ϴΤμΘΑ ˬήϴτϟ ϖτϨϣ ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϦϳΪϟ Ϊϳήϓ Φϴη
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The following ghazal of NasƯmƯ somehow reminds of the amazing voice
of SƯmurg:
Her face enlightened everywhere like the moonlight,
Her beauty is the might of God!
Prophet Muۊammad said that a believer is another’s mirror,
Look at the mirror and you will see God!
He is dear Yousef of Prophet Yaqub,
If you look at his face, you will see a dimple on his chin.1
In ‘A৬৬Ɨr's “Manܒiq al-ܒayr”, Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn abandons his religion and
becomes Christian. It symbolizes leaving the imitative faith and choosing the
true faith. According to sharƯ‘a, if a person’s parents are Muslim, the person is
considered Muslim, too. However, when people gain knowledge and become
educated they begin to realize the world and to question and doubt everything.
Although these questions may seem like a cause of apostatizing, they, indeed,
lead a person to know God better and to love Him more. A person can realize
God only by loving. Only those who have experienced true love, grief, and pain
can perceive and love God ideally. The pain of love takes away all doubts and,
as is said by Sufis, the flames of love set fire to all confusion.
NasƯmƯ expresses ‘A৬৬Ɨr's abandoning the imitative faith and choosing the
true faith described in ‘A৬৬Ɨr's story and the mystic meaning of evil and faith:
I understand and distinguish between imitative faith and true faith,
I left the evil and found the faith, and I’m not a blind Muslim anymore.2
The poet learned better himself and the world around him as a result of his
scientific and spiritual search, and thus, he drew close to God. The poet looked
at this spiritual practice by studying the character of Shaykh ৡan‘Ɨn, and
described the process of leaving the imitative faith and choosing the true faith,
and repeatedly touched upon this topic in his poems:
My father is Muslim, and my mother, too,
But I cannot be Muslim under such sharƯ‘a term.3
Both in Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr’sand Sayyid Imadaddin NasƯmƯ's
poetry, the process of leaving the imitative faith and choosing the true faith,
wearing a zunnƗr (a distinctive belt that non-Muslims wear) and cross,
abandoning the religion, becoming a nonbeliever, etc. is represented by mystic
symbols and metaphors.
How did NasƯmƯ remember ‘A৬৬Ɨr?
In our opinion, the poet points out Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr and
MawlƗnƗ JalƗl al-DƯn RǌmƯ in his ghazal with radƯf “Oh beautiful sweetheart,
your fragrant hair made me crazy; Your face burnt the butterfly as a candle:”
Two-faced zƗhid should be burnt in the fire,
But you can hear of both Shaykh and MawlƗnƗ from me.4
1

Imadaddin NasƯmƯ, Works, v. II, compilation of scientific and critical text and foreword:
Jahangir Gahramanov (Baku: Elm, 1973), 12.
2
NasƯmƯ, Works, v. I, 490.
3
NasƯmƯ, Works, v. I, 490.
4
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. I, 94.

To draw attention to the sweetness and deep meaning of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poetry,
the poet writes in his ghazal with “When you laugh, all flowers bow before your
beauty, and the dewdrops on them flow to your face; If you go to garden you will
see there are red tulips everywhere.” from his Turkish dƯwƗn:
Since the fame of your beauty was spread in Egypt,
‘AܒܒƗr writes love letters and sweet poems to it.1
We think that as NasƯmƯ mentions ‘A৬৬Ɨr in the last couplet of the poem,
the poem is a naƯra to ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s ghazal with “rƯkhta” (Flows) radƯf we discussed
above. NasƯmƯ wrote a naƯra to this couplet in his Persian dƯwƗn. NasƯmƯ’s
ghazal with “Flows” radƯf was written by being inspired by ‘A৬৬Ɨr and considered
a Turkish version of his ghazal.
S. Shikhiyeva states that Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr is mentioned in one
of NasƯmƯ's couplets written in the Persian language and that this couplet is given
in the footnote in the transcript of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s dƯwƗn.2
Poems with Similar RadƯfs in NasƯmƯ’s and ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Poetry
Melodiousness, rhythmical units, and elasticity of NasƯmƯ’s poems have
drawn the attention of many researchers: “During the establishment of classical
Turkish poetry in the 14th century, at a time when there was much to do to reach
our goals concerning poems, Sayyid NasƯmƯ was one of the rarest literary figures
who knew how to create an original style decisively and sincerely. As the power
of his poetry was overshadowed by his ideological thoughts, NasƯmƯ could not
reach the level he deserved as a poet. When you analyze NasƯmƯ’s poems, you
see that he created a language of poetry that would not lose its popularity after
hundreds of years.”3
Like Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr, NasƯmƯ frequently uses radƯfs in his
ghazals. The use of similar mystic metaphors and poetical figures in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s
ghazal with “namƯrasƯd” radƯf and NasƯmƯ’s ghazal with “narasƯd” radƯf is
interesting.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
Ϊϴγέ ̶Ϥϧ Ύϣ ϪΑ ̵ϮΑ Ζθ̴ϟΩ ϒϟί ήγ ί
4
Ϊϴγέ ̶Ϥϧ ΎΒλ ϪΑ ϥϮ̩ Ϊϴγέ Ύϣ ϪΑ ΎΠ̯ ̵ϮΑ
We could not get the fragrance of your beautiful hair,
Even the morning breeze could not taste it.
NasƯmƯ:
Ϊϴγήϧ ̶ϣΎ̰Α ϮΗ ί Ϊϴγήϧ ΎΗ ΐϠΑ ϥΎΟ
5
Ϊϴγήϧ ̶ϣΎϗΎϤΑ ϥϮΧ ΎϔΠΑ ϝΩ ΪθϧΎΗ
It is impossible to meet with you without leaving my body;
The soul must suffer tortures to shine like the Sun.
1

NasƯmƯ, Works, v. I, 233.
Shikhiyeva, “Relations of NasƯmƯ with Modesty”, 48.
3
Nazmi Ozerol, “Literary Arts that Provide Harmony in the Poems of the Seyyid NasƯmƯ”, The
Journal of Academic Social Studies, v. 6, i. 5, (May 2013), 981.
4
.275 ˬ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
5
.104 ˬϥϮϳΩ ˬ̶Ϥϴδϧ ϦϳΪϟ ΩΎϤϋ Ϊ˷ϴγ
2
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In this ghazal, NasƯmƯ depicts the manifestation of the Real (ۉaqq) in the
form of “tajallƯ-ye rokhat” (the manifestation of your face). However, he sets an
impossible condition to witness this manifestation: To see the face, you need the
ability to resuscitate like Prophet Moses. And it is possible only after discovering
the secrets of the lips of sweetheart which can cure the pains.
Here the fragrance symbolizes the appearances of the Truth. In ‘A৬৬Ɨr's and
NasƯmƯ's poetry, divine manifestation and approach to different kinds of
manifestation are broadly discussed.
NasƯmƯ writes:
“This morning I saw my sweetheart when she was leaving her room; She
was like an angel coming from the Gardens of Paradise.”
In the ghazal with “It is the divine light of manifestation that I see, the
Moon and the Sun appear on her beautiful face1 radƯf, NasƯmƯ depicts the
morning breeze and the divine fragrance coming with it and says that he has
reached the divine manifestation through all of these:
Oh NasƯmƯ, a reviving breeze came from your sweetheart,
It is the breath of Jesus that I get from the cheek of my beloved.2
The opposite version of the meaning expressed in this ghazal is conveyed
in the poet's other ghazal with “narasƯd” radƯf.
The motif of love between the Truth and lover of the Truth is poetically
used in NasƯmƯ’s poems, as well as ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s.
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Concept of Manifestation (TajallƯ) in ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s Poems
Both Shaykh FarƯd al-DƯn ‘A৬৬Ɨr and Sayyid Imadaddin NasƯmƯ describe
the human face as a place where God manifests Himself and divine lights are
seen.
‘A৬৬Ɨr:
ή̯Ω ̵έΎ̯ ̶ϟΩ ήϫ ΎΑ έ ϮΗ ̵
ή̳Ω ̵έϮΨϤϏ ϩΩή̡ ήϫ β̡ έΩ
ΖηΩ ̵ϭέ ϥέΰϫ Ϊλ ΖϟΎϤΟ ϥϮ̩
3
ή̳Ω ̵έΪϳΩ ϩ˷έΫ ήϫ έΩ ΩϮΑ
O my beloved, you have a special place in each heart,
Behind every veil, someone is begging for your love!
Your beauty has hundreds of shades,
Every single piece is mirrored in your face!4
NasƯmƯ:
ή̳Ω ̵ΎϬΑ ϭ ϦδΣ ήΗ ̵ϭέ Ϟ̳ ̵
ή̳Ω ̵Ύθ̳ Ϫϓ Ύϧ ϩή̳ ήϫ ί ϮΗ ϒϟί
ΏήΧ ̶ϧΎϬΟ Ωή̯ ϑήρ ήϫ ί ϮΗ Ϣθ̩
5
ή̳Ω ̵Ϯϫ Ωή̯ ̵ήγ ήϫ έΩ ϮΗ ϒϟί
1

NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 1, 243.
Ibid.
3
.373, 640 ˬ ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
4
.373, 640 ˬ ̵έϮΑΎθϴϧ έΎτϋ ϥϮϳΩ
5
NasƯmƯ, Selected Works, v. 1, 185.
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Your splendid face has exceptional beauty and value,
Each curl of her hair is the opening of another musk (a fragrant substance
derived from the navel of a gazelle)
Your wonderful eyes attract the world,
Your hair creates a different turbulence in each head.
Both ghazals with “degar” radƯf describe spiritual processes like the
change of sƗlik’s emotions and his complicated mental states concerning
different manifestations of the Real.
Here, in the poetries of both poets, we see the reflection of a concept which
is called manifestation (tajallƯ) in Sufism. The manifestation was broadly
explained by great thinkers such as Ibn ‘ArabƯ, ৡadr al-DƯn al-QunawƯ, Sayyid
YaতyƗ ShirvƗnƯ, etc.1
QunawƯ: “It should be noted that the help and manifestations of the Truth
reach the world in each breath. However, according to the study on spiritual
perfection, there is only one manifestation. And this manifestation has different
forms in different stages. The things beyond this manifestation include possible
shades. These shades become physical and single manifestation through their
transfer.”2
These thoughts of QunawƯ were afterward maintained and developed in
Sufi literature, and you can see several couplets in many mystic poems that
reflect this idea.
These divine manifestations which change at every moment and always
appear in a different way to the sƗlik amaze him more and increase his love day
by day. In Sufi literature the ‘Ɨshiq loves a new one each day, however, it is not
due to a change of his character or taste. The sƗlik, indeed, loves his Sweetheart
more over time and discovers her new beautiful features, and this increases his
love.
I fell in love with a new beautiful rose,
This beauty gets me into trouble at every turn.3
When the love of the ‘Ɨshiq increases, longing for his beloved increases,
too. The longing increases his pain. As the pain gets sharp, the soul begins to
have deeper emotions. This process may last forever. The divine bliss
continuously coming from the Truth soothes the ‘Ɨshiq in his burdensome and
distressing journey.
The blisses gifted by the Real to the ‘Ɨshiq in different forms are called
“mudƗm” continuous in Sufi literature.
ϡ ϩΪϳΩ έΎϳ Υέ β̰ϋ ϪϟΎϴ̡ έΩ Ύϣ
4
Ύϣ ϡΪϣ Ώήη Εάϟ˷ ί ήΒΧ ̶Α ̵
O you, who don’t know that we continuously drink wine!
We see the face of our Sweetheart on the goblet.
1

Nezaket Memmedli, “Interpretation of Surah “Fatiha” by Sadreddin Konevi and Seyyid Yahya
Shirvani’s “Rumuzul-Isharat”, Sadreddin Konevi, Sufism, Philosophy and Religion Articles
Collection, Konya, (2018), 440.
2
ৡadr al-DƯn QunawƯ, Vahdet-i Vücûd ve EsaslarÕ, (østanbul: Iz Yayincilik, 2008), 68-69.
3
Muতammad FuঌǌlƯ, Works, II (Baku, Elm,1958), 285.
4
.9 ˬ1373 ˬϥήϬΗ ̶̰ϟΎϤϟ ̶ϓϮΘδϣ αΎ˷Βϋ φΨΑ ˬ̵ίήϴη φϓΎΣ ϞϣΎ̯ ϥϮϳΩ
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In Sufi literature, this process is described through the relation between the
Face and Love. ‘Ɩshiq begins to love his sweetheart more when he discovers
new mysterious and hidden features of her beautiful face. FuঌǌlƯ writes:
Ζγ ήψϧ Ϟϫ Ϣθ̩έϮϧ Ϫ̯ ϩΎϣ ϥ
Ζγ ή̳ ϩϮϠΟ ή̳Ω ΕέϮλ ϪΑ ϪψΤϟ ήϫ
ϖηΎϋ ΪϧΎϤΑ ϝΎΣ ̮ϳ ϪΑ Ϫ̯ Ϟ̰θϣ
1
Ζγ ή̳Ω ̶Ϡ̰η ϪΑ ϥΎϣί ήϫ Ϫ̯ ϕϮθόϣ
Her beautiful face is a light for those looking at her,
This beauty manifests itself in different forms at each glance.
But it is difficult for the lover to stay in the same state,
Cause his Sweetheart appears in different shapes at every moment.
̶Ϙθϋ ϩίΎΗ ϥΎϣί ήϫ Ζγ ϮΗ ί ήϣ
2
Ζγ ή̳Ω ϦδΣ ΖϋΎγ ήϫ έϮΗ Ϫ̯
Because of you, I fall in love again and again,
I see a different beauty in you each new day!
The concept of manifestation and its relation with tawতƯd explained
broadly by Ibn ‘ArabƯ and ৡadr al-Din al-QunawƯ are also touched upon in
‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s poems with “degar” radƯf.
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Conclusion
Holy Qur’an was a primary source for ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s and NasƯmƯ’s poetry. As
both of the poets were inspired by God, they wrote poems about divine mysteries
and benefited from the poetics of the Qur’an.
Both NasƯmƯ and ‘A৬৬Ɨr explained the process of spiritual development in
their poems. These poets describe the characteristics of sƗlik and the things the
sƗlik should avoid and the ones he should prefer for his spiritual development in
their dƯwƗns.
In NasƯmƯ’s and ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s Persian dƯwƗns, there are ghazals with same radƯfs
such as “bebƯn”, “wassalƗm”, “dƗram”, “dƗrad”, “‘ishq”, “mast”.
Interestingly, NasƯmƯ sometimes completes the ideas indirectly expressed in
‘A৬৬Ɨr's poem as if he understands and explains ‘A৬৬Ɨr's secret wishes. NasƯmƯ
sometimes discloses the hidden meaning of ‘A৬৬Ɨr's ghazal, sometimes interprets
it from a different point of view, and sometimes makes additions. And
sometimes he creates logical relations between his ghazal and the mystic things
described in ‘A৬৬Ɨr's ghazals. The moral ties and sentimentalism between the two
poets are noteworthy.
NasƯmƯ wrote naƯras to 4 ghazals of ‘A৬৬Ɨr such as “degar”, “oftƗd”,
“rƯkhta”, “bar Ɨmad”. NasƯmƯ traveled the inner world of ‘A৬৬Ɨr, and sometimes
disclosed and clarified the hidden meanings of ‘A৬৬Ɨr’s poems and enriched them
with his own emotions and mystic experiences, as well as keeping the idea,
content, and poetics given in the original poems.

1
2

˷ Ϣϴ̰Σ ΎϧϻϮϣ
˷ ϳΪλ ϩΩίΪϤ˷ Τϣ ϦϴδΣ ήΘ̯Ω Ϫ˷ϴϴΤΗ ϭ ϴΤμΗ ˬϪϣΪ˷ ˷Ϙϣ ˬ ̶ϠΗΎϴΑ ̶ϟϮπϓ ΪϤ˷ Τϣ ϼϣ
.331,1387 ΰϳήΒΗ ϖ
˷ Ϣϴ̰Σ ΎϧϻϮϣ
.97 ˬϪϣΪ˷ ˷Ϙϣ ˬ ̶ϠΗΎϴΑ ̶ϟϮπϓ ΪϤ˷ Τϣ ϼϣ
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